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What’s New 
 

Ain’t nun new on the news 

No point in watching it, it’s the same thing to view  

New names old story caught in different places 

Hard pill to swallow cuz of what stays the same with their faces  

 

The boys in black and blue  

Beat blacks till they’re blue  

And that if we’re lucky not singing funeral blues  

 

We ask for change but what’s changing in this era 

2021 cops either get caught off guard or on camera 

And depending on the angle that the picture is taken  

Officers are offered a slap on the wrist for the situation they placed in  

 

So why do you think we protest? 

We can’t afford for progress to be complacent  

We want to push the envelope on reform to form better relations 

Because 911 shouldn’t pick sides and help some 

I shouldn’t be afraid when I’ve done nothing wrong  

And BLM shouldn’t be a threat or a company trend 

So instead of pretending of social acting, let's call to action  

 

The police narrative will switch up soon as they fix up 

A few bad apples is too many for their job description 

A badge shouldn’t mean I can do bad with no consequences on my back 

And sirens shouldn’t mean violence is arriving  

 

Let's do better so we can be better 

Let's give the youth a truth where they feel safer 

With times that feel fresher than a new taper 

And racism be an issue of the past and not one of later 

 

So as the present presents a presence of hope 

The future can be more bout freedom with less to cope 

To the point where love glows and hatred slows 

Then we can rethink what's new about our potential growth 
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